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A parameter-less genetic algorithm (Harik & Lobo,

1999) is an alternative to a common trial-and-error

method of tweaking the values of the parameters of

the genetic algorithm in order to �nd a set-up to

accurately and reliably solve a given problem. The

algorithm �xes the selection pressure and crossover

rate according to a simpli�ed schema theorem. The

selection pressure s is set to s = 4 (the best solution

in a population gets 4 copies in the selected set of the

same size as the population) and the crossover rate

pc is set to pc = 0:5 (half of the pairs of solutions in

the selected set undergo crossover). No mutation is

used.

To eliminate the population size, the parameter-less

genetic algorithm manages a number of independent

runs of the genetic algorithm with di�erent popula-

tion sizes with the remaining parameters set to �xed

values as outlined above. The population size used

in the �rst run is set to a constant. The population

size of each next run doubles. Runs with larger pop-

ulations require proportionally more �tness evalua-

tions to process each generation than the runs with

smaller populations, and therefore it would be \un-

fair" to process each of the runs at the same speed

with respect to the number of performed genera-

tions. Moreover, by running an in�nite number of

runs at the same speed an in�nite loop would be

inevitable. The problem can be evaded by allowing

each run to use the same number of �tness evalua-

tions throughout the entire computation.

This poster presents a worst-case analysis of the

recently proposed parameter-less genetic algorithm.

Time and space complexity as a function of a time

required by the genetic algorithm with an optimal

population size is computed.

The results suggest, that in the worst case,

the paramter-less genetic algorithm requires

O (Eopt logEopt) �tness evaluations to �nd the solu-

tion of a required quality, where Eopt is the number

of �tness evaluations required by the genetic algo-

rithm with an optimal population size. The space

requirements can grow as O(GoptNopt) = O(Eopt),

where Gopt is the expected number of generations

until convergence of the genetic algorithm with an

optimal population size Nopt. An increased pressure

can be put on runs with bigger populations, making

the run with a double population use m time

less function evaluations than the run with the

smaller population (in the above we set m = 2).

Using a higher value of m would change the space

complexity to O(GoptN
logm2

opt
).

The analysis provided in this work is very useful be-

cause it gives estimates of worst-case time and space

complexities of the parameter-less genetic algorithm.

However, the reader should be very careful in inter-

preting the results given herein. The analysis does

not take into account a cumulative e�ect of running

multiple independent runs. The more runs (however

badly con�gured), the bigger the chance to �nd the

solution. Moreover, in actual practice, the worst-

case scenario is very unlikely to occur. For a proof

of the above theoretical result, please see Pelikan and

Lobo (1999).
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